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To understand Utilitarian public art we need to ask the following questions:  What is

public art? What is a public space? And how does Utilitarian apply to art? To do this let’s first
explore the philosophy of Utilitarianism.

The philosophers John Stuart Mill (1806-73) and Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) have

defined Utilitarianism as adhering to a principle of utility which “ approves or disapproves of
every action whatsoever, according to the tendency which it appears to have to augment or

diminish the happiness of the party whose interest is in question: or, what is the same thing in
other words, to promote or to oppose that happiness.” 1 

Knowing what makes an individual happy makes it possible to discuss what benefits the

community. Since it appears to Mill and Bentham that happiness is the sole end of human action,
which they referred to as the Greatest Happiness Principle, it logically follows that the success of

the community depends on the happiness of the individual. Both are based on the same standard

of morality.  The interests of the community are the sum of the interests of the people who
compose it.

What is public space? Within the community exists public space, a space once referred to
as the commons. “The commons was frequently a planned but sometimes a spontaneously

arranged open space in American towns, and it’s lasting significance in cultural history is as

place for the enactment and refreshment of public life where discussion and debate were
welcome.”2 “The commons was the stage where the predictable and unexpected theatre of the

public could be presented and interpreted. It was the physical and psychic location where change
was made manifest.”3

If the success of a community depends on the happiness of the individual, and vice versa,

and if the arena for discourse around the success or failure of the community is one centered
around the commons, which is a public space where issues of identity and happiness are decided,

then the Public, its Public space and the inclusion of public art and it’s discussion or debate, can
be viewed as functioning as a fundamental signifier of a communities morphology: an

opportunity for the public to discuss cultural ideologies in a public forum around issues of

culture and identity, with the result of uniting the community around their own self-interests,
which ultimately is their happiness.
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So what makes for successful Utilitarian public art within this public space?  Is it art that

generates discussion around the communities identity and happiness, or is it art that
memorializes a communities past, a function of memory, or is it an art that becomes a mere

signifier of the monolithic authority of the mainstream? My interpretation of Utilitarian public
art, using the logic of Mill and Bentham, is one that generates discussion around the

communities cultural identity: its similarities, its differences, its inclusion and ultimately its

happiness.
I have set up six principles of distinction that apply to Utilitarian public art. They are:

1. The public needs to be invited into a discourse around the choice of art.
2. Public art needs to be inclusive not exclusive.

3. The artist must understand the cultural context that he or she is working in.

4. The art must generate happiness.
5. An important element of storytelling needs to be present allowing for multiple layers of

interpretation.

6. The art must be vandal resistant.
Not all of these distinctions need apply to receive the approval of Utilitarian art, but they need to

be included within the conversation on choosing or creating public art.
Let’s begin looking at examples of successful Utilitarian public art. I’ve decided to start

with a more traditional public sculpture and public space, moving to less traditional public

sculpture in a less traditional public space. I hope to show how Utilitarian public art can exist in
a classical sense, Park Guell, a modern sense, Carl Andre’s Stone Field Sculpture, and a more

postmodern sense, Jenny Holzer’s electronic media displays, mentioning other public art
accordingly.

My first example that highlights a Utilitarian approach to public art is Park Guell created

by Antoni Gaudi in Barcelona, Spain. His works have been acclaimed as a soothing oases in a
desert of functional buildings and as precious gems in the uniform grey rows of houses. On the

large square surrounded by trees old-age pensioners can be seen chatting, while young couples
meet for their tete-a-tetes. The colored bench that leads round the square provides generous

space for both activities. It is a work that meets five of the six criteria. As a public park it is

inclusive not exclusive. The surreal architecture and sculptures provide a fertile playground for
the imagination of young and old, a playground where stories are endless. Gaudi understood the
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culture of Barcelona, understood its need for a playful happy place. It’s public function is a

precursor to the fantasyland amusement parks so popular in America during the 1950’s, a land of
make-believe. But unlike the plywood fantasyland amusement parks Park Guell was built with

stone and mortar, steel and glass. The public was not invited into a discourse around the creation
of the park. Eusebi Guell, Gaudi's most ardent admirer and sponsor, hired Gaudi to build a

planned suburban colony, a private paradise of homes, a town of gardens. Yet what emerged was

a park, a recreational center for Barcelona’s inhabitants.
Carl Andre’s Stone Field Sculpture 1977 in Hartford Connecticut is next to an old church

and cemetery. It was created in 1977, consisting of eight rows of boulders set-out in a triangular

shape, where the first row contains one large boulder, and the eighth row eight smaller boulders.

The stones are of local rock, and were chosen so that their composition reflects the makeup of

rock in the area. The rows of stone are reminiscent of tombstones, a comparison made clear by

its proximity to Hartford's ancient burial ground. For this work five out of six criteria were met.
Though the public was not invited into a discourse around the choice of art, upon its installation
there was a public outcry that became national news. There followed an extensive discussion in

the press, both pro and con, leading Carl Andre to conduct several public lectures in Hartford on

his work in general as well as Stone Field Sculpture 1977. The subsequent general acceptance
and popular enjoyment of the once controversial sculpture reinforces the idea that educating the

public in advance is both prudent and wise. It is an example of the importance of
Connoisseurship in public art, for in educating the public to an artist intentions it informs and

invites the public into a more personal experience and interpretation of the work. It is an

inclusive public sculpture that the public can climb on, or picnic around. It’s meaning, outside of
any minimalist interpretations, can be as simple as rocks in a row similar to a contemporary

druid Stonehenge. As a New Englander Andre’s use of local materials conforms to a New
England characteristic of being stubborn, and immovable.

Successful Utilitarian art need not be a park. It can easily be a sculpture, one that captures

the publics delight. Edward Clark Potter’s sculpture of two lions at the New York Public Library
meets five of the six criteria. The public was not invited into a discourse around the choice of

sculpture. Initially plaster models were installed on the library pedestals so that their relationship

to the site could be evaluated before they were carved in marble. Almost immediately the

mockery began. The sculptures were not judged by knowledgeable art critics but ridiculed by
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general reporters. They were called absurd, squash-faced, mealy-mouthed, complacent creatures.

One writer derided their supposed resemblance to Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen. One

example of public criticism was a letter to the Times attacking the anatomical knowledge of the

sculpture: ‘the head is possibly a lions. The body resembles what might be a cross between a

hippopotamus and a cow; as for those semi-human hind legs, words fail.’4 Today the works are a

part of New York culture. They are sculptures that the public has embraced. The Lions have

witnessed countless parades and pageants. They have been adorned with holly wreaths during the

winter holidays and magnificent floral wreaths in springtime. They have been decked in tri-

cornered hats and graduation caps. They have been photographed alongside countless tourists,

replicated as bookends, caricatured in cartoons, and illustrated in numerous books. One even

served as the hiding place for the cowardly lion in the motion picture The Wiz. They are

sculpture that generates happiness. They have captured the imagination and affection of New

Yorkers and visitors from all over the world since the Library was dedicated on May 23, 1911.

Their nicknames have changed over the decades. During the 1930s, Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia

named them Patience and Fortitude, for the qualities he felt New Yorkers would need to survive

the economic depression. These names have stood the test of time: Patience still guards the south

side of the Library's steps and Fortitude sits unwaveringly to the north. In our post 9/11 culture

Patience and Fortitude seems a fitting signifier for a communities sense of identity and

happiness.

The public space created by Pat Ward William’s, Gilbert W. Lindsay Plaza 1993, is a

tribute to the late city councilman, the first African-American on the L.A. City Council. Lindsay

served for 27 years. He died in 1990, at age 90. The mural, made up of 270 12-inch tiles

featuring electronically enhanced images from a portrait of Lindsay, is mounted on three free-

standing columns. 100 small tiles with hand-colored photos from Lindsay's life and career are

scattered around the face of the columns and along the surrounding pavement. In this case six out
of six criteria were met. The many photographs show elements of narrative, the public can
interact with the sculpture, it serves as an identifier to the black communities sense of pride, and

I assume the public was involved in its initial selection, though I’m unsure on this.

So far I’ve talked about permanent public art existing in a fixed public space: Park Guell,
Stone Field Sculpture 1977, the New York public library’s lions 1911, and the Gilbert W.
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Lindsay Plaza 1993.  I’m now going to show examples of how public art and public space have

evolved along with the evolution of modern culture.
The exchange of information necessary for a communities continued happiness no longer

takes place around the commons. The new commons is mass media: television, billboards,
newspapers, etc. It is a medium that lacks the transactional quality of the group, instead we

receive only the one sided monolithic authority of the sender, the state. It is a culture not of

inclusion but exclusion, not of discourse but divorce. The amount of information sent is
overwhelming, changing as fast as a compulsive obsessive with attention deficit disorder

working a TV remote control. It is a culture of change, where change is the only constant. The
works I will discuss next address these two very new phenomena: the temporary quality of the

work, and this new public space.

Christo and Jean-Claude have created public art that breaks through this isolation. Their
art is one of inclusion, discourse, land use, community involvement, transformation and

happiness. In their art projects five out of six criteria are met. In examining Running Fence,

Sonoma and Marin Counties, CA 1972-76, or Surrounded Islands, Biscayne Bay, Greater

Miami, FL 1983, or Wrapped Reichstag, Project for Berlin 1979, or many of their other projects,

the involvement of the public is essential to the approval, the construction and the celebration of
their work. In the three projects mentioned above many years of planning, requiring close

collaboration with cities and municipalities demonstrates the vital connection between the art,

the artist and the public. Their works generate a sense of pride and ownership within a
community, certainly an important element of happiness. Yet unlike many public art projects

which are permanent fixtures within a community, their works last for only a few days to two
weeks. The one criterion that Christo and Jean-Claude do not met is in the choice of the art.

Jenny Holzer’s electronic menu board installations reache into the advertising and

marketing medium replacing seductive strategies of consumption with seductive questions about
the individuals role as a consumer. Using advertising’s flashing signage Holzer has created a

new kind of public art which often infiltrates non-art spaces. Holzer has invented a public
address system which questions our willingness to absorb messages as it examines the very voice

of authority, its potential to be at once straightforward and ambiguous, comforting and

threatening.
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In this case five out of six criteria are met. The public is not invited into a discourse around her

choice of art.  Her work is inclusive by its very nature: she asks questions.
Much of her work is inspired from literature where narrative elements are removed from context,

allowing for multiple layers of interpretation. As for happiness being generated from her art I can
only say that I find her work provocative, amusing, confrontational. Her work excites and

disturbs me which I find stimulating. For me this intellectual stimulation is a one form of

happiness. The work is also temporary, lasting only as long as she’s allotted.
Alfredo Jaar, in his Rushes subway station installation (1986), replaced advertisement

with images of men digging for gold in poverty stricken Brazil.  At the Spring Street subway

station in New York City Jaar displayed eighty-one posters of men mining for gold. He then

added text reflecting the price of gold from different world markets to the six or seven segments

he displayed. As people used the subway, many traveling from uptown New York to Wall Street,

he wanted to connect the reality of the Amazon workers with the reality of people on Wall Street

who control the price of gold. Jaar offered no explanation or didactic text. The public had to

form its own perceptions and draw its own conclusion.In this case five out of six criteria are met.

In the same way Holzer stimulates my thinking Jaar does the same. His work has elements of

storytelling, engaging the public to examine their perceptions around the issues of labor,

economics and poverty. It includes them by its reference to other human beings. The public is

not invited into a discourse around what Jaar’s art should be any more than advertisers ask the

public how they should advertise.

Shimon Attie creates installations by projecting onto various public sites images that

relate to that locations past. His work seeks to give visual form to the personal and collective
histories that are latent, but not visible, within our cities’ architecture. In his work Between

Dreams and History 1991 – 93 he researched the history of building and city blocks before

interviewing numerous residents about their memories of the area. He used this material to create
a poetic text projected by lasers onto the neighborhood buildings. In this case six out of six

criteria were met. The public was involved by sharing their personal histories. For each person
there was a story, a story about their past and their connection to the community. Researching the

community teaches Attie about the culture he is working with. The community gains a sense of

place, of the past and an identity that is inclusive. This sense of belonging can certainly be seen
as generating happiness.
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I will conclude with a discussion of Barbara Kruger’s MOCA Temporary Contemporary

piece: a 28 X 218 foot mural created for the south wall of the Temporary Contemporary in Los
Angeles, lasting for two years.

In 1989 a Barbara Kruger mural was commissioned by the Museum of contemporary Art
in Los Angeles. The mural’s location on the fringe of Little Tokyo, the cultural and economic

hub of Los Angeles’s Japanese American community created controversy because the

community found it offensive and insulting to their identity as individuals and their community.
There were three main objections: the community perceived MOCA as an elitist organization out

of touch with concerns of the community; MOCA’s steamroller approach to developing public
art; and most importantly they found its content to be offensive. In the public hearings that

surround the mural a reporter described the December meeting as an extraordinary microcosm of

Los Angeles, where six or seven ethnic groups were brought together to seek a compromise on a
significant and problematic piece of public art.

MOCA Director Richard Koshalek found the project to be particularly important to

MOCA and to Barbara Kruger both in terms of gaining greater insight into the complex
dynamics of realizing a work in the public sector and also as a critical lesson in the importance of

the community in that process. One critical issue facing public art is the indignity of speaking for
others rather than engaging in the free and open debate that is the hallmark of the democratic

conversation, a conversation that once took place not in a privately owned public space, but on a

small patch of ground where people assembled with their community were their own happiness
was at stake.

Controversies over public art really unmask deeper concerns Americans have regarding
their voice in the public sphere. “Many feel marginalized by what they perceive as an

unaccountable, self-referential group of experts: not only those in the public art industry but also

city managers and politicians who claim to speak for ‘the people’ yet seem willfully detached
from real-life public concerns. Overwhelmed by social problems including homelessness, AIDS,

and violent crime, Americans are frustrated by the failure of institutions, especially political
parties but also state and local government, to solve those problems.”6 “The number and nature

of recent public art controversies suggest that many Americans have opted to vent their

frustrations, and the inherent ambivalence about how to deal with social problems, by assailing
public culture. If the complexity of contemporary life seems unfathomable, if real life problems
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seem insurmountable and experts appear irresolutely unresponsive, the simple presence, the

‘thereness’, of public art is a solid, knowable target.”6

Utilitarian public art generates discussion around a communities cultural identity:  its

similarities, its differences, its inclusion and ultimately its happiness. As public space has
evolved so to has public art. Art in a public setting creates a direct dialogue with the community,

deepening their understanding of themselves, their community and the functions of art.
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